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Abstract The EGEE Grid offers the necessary
infrastructure and resources for reducing the running time of particle tracking Monte-Carlo applications like GATE. However, efforts are required
to achieve reliable and efficient execution and to
provide execution frameworks to end-users. This
paper presents results obtained with porting the
GATE software on the EGEE Grid, our ultimate goal being to provide reliable, user-friendly
and fast execution of GATE to radiation therapy researchers. To address these requirements,
we propose a new parallelization scheme based
on a dynamic partitioning and its implementation in two different frameworks using pilot jobs
and workflows. Results show that pilot jobs bring
strong improvement w.r.t. regular gLite submission, that the proposed dynamic partitioning algorithm further reduces execution time by a factor of
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two and that the genericity and user-friendliness
offered by the workflow implementation do not
introduce significant overhead.
Keywords GATE · Monte-Carlo simulations ·
Grid computing · EGEE · Dynamic particle
parallelism · Workflows · Pilot jobs

1 Introduction
The OpenGate collaboration has been developing
for many years an open-source software named
GATE to perform nuclear medicine simulations,
especially for TEP and SPECT imaging [10]. A
new GATE module1 focusing on radiation therapy simulations is currently being developed.
Based on the Monte-Carlo toolkit Geant4 [2],
GATE is a collaborative development gathering
researchers from several international institutions
and is used by hundreds of persons worldwide.
The simulation in a particle tracking MonteCarlo system consists in the successive stochastic
tracking through matter of a large set of individual particles. Each particle has an initial set
of properties (type, location, direction, energy,
etc) and its interaction with matter is determined
according to realistic interaction probabilities and

1 Publicly

available in GATE v6.0 (beginning of 2010)
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angular distributions. The simulation can be analyzed when the number of simulated particles is
large enough, i.e. when a desired statistical uncertainty has been reached. As the physical interactions can also produce other particles that must be
tracked, typical radiation therapy simulations can
take hours or days to complete.
Among radiation therapy simulation methods,
Monte-Carlo approaches like GATE are known
to be the most accurate but they are heavy to use
because of their prohibitive computing time. Reducing their computing time is therefore of great
importance and production Grid infrastructures
are well adapted to this kind of simulations, both
in terms of cost and efficiency. Different parallelization methods for Monte-Carlo simulations
have been proposed for execution on distributed
environments. However, they are mostly clusteroriented and still need improvement for Grid usage, as reviewed in Section 2.
The EGEE Grid, with its 250 resource centers,
is a good candidate for reducing the running time
of applications like GATE. EGEE is currently
the largest production Grid worldwide providing
more than 40,000 CPUs and several Petabytes
of storage. This infrastructure is used on a daily
basis by thousands of scientists organized in over
200 Virtual Organizations (VOs). EGEE is operated by the gLite [13] middleware, which provides high-level services for scheduling and running computational jobs, as well as for data and
Grid infrastructure management.
Such a wide infrastructure is naturally heterogeneous and gLite job submission has to be
coupled with other tools in order (i) to ensure
reliability and high performance and (ii) to facilitate application porting and to offer high-level
execution interfaces [23]. One possible solution
for (i) is offered by pilot jobs, while (ii) can be
addressed by workflow engines. Pilot jobs have
been introduced during the last years [1, 3, 8,
11, 14, 19, 27, 28] and are now extensively used
to improve performance and cope with the latencies and recurrent errors caused by the Grid
heterogeneity. Much effort has also been put into
workflow technology to facilitate application porting and reusability [5, 7, 12, 15, 21]. Engines now
allow the execution of workflow applications on
various Grid middleware in a generic way.
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In this paper, we propose a new dynamic particle partitioning method for GATE on distributed platforms, allowing for dynamic load balancing and ensuring complete results in spite of
the failures that may occur. We also present two
different implementations. The first one is based
on the DIANE [18] pilot-job system. The second
one also uses DIANE but is integrated into the
MOTEUR [7] workflow engine, offering a higher
genericity and better delivery to end-users.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. It presents different methods
of parallelisation of Monte-Carlo simulations on
distributed infrastructures, their limitations in the
context of a large heterogeneous infrastructure
like the EGEE Grid, as well as existing solutions
to some of those limitations. Section 3 describes
the algorithm and the two implementations proposed for the dynamic partitioning of GATE on
EGEE. Experiments and results are presented in
Section 4 and quantify the gain yielded by DIANE pilot jobs w.r.t regular gLite submission for
GATE, the gain of using dynamic parallelization
w.r.t static and the overhead of using a workflow
manager above DIANE pilot jobs. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Parallel Monte-Carlo on Distributed
Infrastructures
Based on the Geant4 Monte-Carlo software,
GATE simulations can require a high computing time, but are naturally parallelizable. Instead
of sequentially simulating a large number (up to
several billions) of particles that may take several
days or even weeks to complete, smaller groups
(bags) of particles can be simulated independently
and eventually merged. This process is valid only
if the sub-simulations are statistically independent, which is guaranteed by using the random
number generator integrated in GATE [26].
Previous work has been done on the parallelization of Monte-Carlo simulations in a Grid
environment. In [16], Maigne et al. present results
obtained by running GATE in parallel on multiple processors of the DataGrid2 project (EGEE
2 http://eu-dataGrid.web.cern.ch
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predecessor). This approach relies on a preinstallation of GATE on computing sites and then
on the submission of Grid jobs to these particular
sites. In this case particle parallelism is used, i.e.
the geometry information is replicated on each
processor and particles are distributed equally between processors.
In [24], Procassini et al. use both particle and
spatial parallelism for the load balancing of parallel Monte-Carlo transport simulations. Spatial
parallelism involves splitting the geometry into
domains and then assigning a specific domain
to one processor. This method is usually needed
when the problem geometry has a significant size
so that one processor does not have enough memory to store all particles/zones. Spatial parallelism
may introduce load imbalance between processors, as spatial domains will require different
amounts of computational work. In [24], a dynamic load balancing algorithm distributes the
available processors to the spatial domains. The
particles are then divided evenly and once and for
all between the processors allocated to the same
domain.
In the two examples mentioned above the number of particles simulated on each of the N processors represents a fraction P/N of the total of P
particles. However, this static even distribution of
particles may underexploit resources if adopted
on heterogeneous platforms like Grids. Indeed,
fastest resources would rapidly complete their
tasks and then remain idle until the end of the simulation. Such a poor load balancing dramatically
slows down the application, in particular when a
task is allocated to a slow resource towards the
end of the simulation [4].
This last task issue is worsened if failures occur
and resubmission must be taken into account.
Indeed, failures are recurrent on large Grid infrastructures like the EGEE Grid, where the success rate within the biomed VO has been noticed
to be of the order of 80 to 85% [9]. When splitting
one Monte-Carlo simulation into sub-tasks, it is
important that all of them complete successfully in
order to retrieve the final result. Therefore, failed
tasks must be resubmitted, further slowing down
the application completion.
A possible solution to this problem is task
(therefore particle) replication [4]. One replica-
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tion method for Grid-based Monte-Carlo calculations is presented in [17]. It uses the “N out of M
strategy”, i.e. it increases the number of subtasks
from N to M, where M > N. Thus M parallel
computations are submitted to the distributed environment. As soon as N results are ready, the
final result can be produced. The main drawback
of this solution is that it considerably increases the
computational workload on the Grid. Moreover, a
good choice of M is not trivial since it varies from
one application to another and it depends on the
Grid characteristics.
Consequently, statically partitioning MonteCarlo simulations (i.e. assigning a fixed number of
particles to each task at the beginning of the simulation) and replication have several limitations
in terms of efficacy (the performance delivered
to the application) and efficiency (the amount of
resources wasted) on wide-scale heterogeneous
Grid infrastructures such as EGEE.
Another alternative is the dynamic distribution and/or reassignment of particles to available
processors during runtime. Dynamic partitioning
is proposed in [6] and in [24] for spatial parallelism. In [6], the parallelization is done using an
MPI implementation and is based on a semaphore
principle under distributed memory conditions.
In [24], communications are generated between
processors in order to transmit changes from the
last state. These two implementations are therefore cluster oriented and are not adapted for Grid
usage where communications between processors
are very costly.
Pilot jobs [19] are a computing framework that
provides an intermediate solution, by proposing
a dynamic distribution (and reassignment) of statically partitioned tasks. In this case, a simulation is statically divided into a large number of
tasks (of a convenient granularity) that are dynamically distributed to pilots by the workload
manager (called master in the DIANE pilot-job
framework). Tasks are no longer pushed to the
batch manager but are put in a master pool and
pulled by pilots running on available resources
(Grid nodes). Although pilots are still submitted
through the regular Grid middleware, such a pull
model has several advantages in terms of latency
reduction and fault-tolerance [25]. Latency is reduced by taking advantage of the fastest pilots
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(little queuing time and/or powerful processor)
which will pull a maximum of tasks from the master pool, whereas fault-tolerance is achieved by
removing the faulty pilots and resubmitting failed
tasks to a different pilot.
By providing late task binding to resources,
pilot jobs are a way to dynamically balance the
number of particles assigned to computing resources. However, task granularity remains important. A very fine granularity (e.g. one particle per task) is equivalent to a dynamic particle
partitioning (each pilot would fetch and execute
one-particle simulations until the whole simulation completes) but introduces a high overhead
(communication with the master, in/output file
transfer, application start-up, etc). Conversely, a
coarse granularity (large number of particles per
task, therefore small number of tasks comparable
to available resources) reduces the overhead but
becomes almost equivalent to a static approach,
leading to poor scheduling in heterogeneous nonreliable environments such as EGEE. To illustrate
this point, Fig. 1 plots the task flow of a 16-h
simulation split into 75 tasks and executed on
EGEE submitting 75 pilot jobs. Load balancing
is clearly sub-optimal. During the last hour of
the simulation (from time 3,000 to 4,600 s), at
most six tasks run in parallel, which obviously

underexploits the available resources. Since tasks
all correspond to the same number of particles,
heterogeneity has dramatic impact leading to very
long tasks (e.g. task 16) and very short ones (e.g.
task 8). Moreover, errors lead to resubmissions
that further penalize the execution.
We are thus seeking a dynamic task partitioning
strategy that would allow to balance the number
of particles that each resource has to simulate depending on its performance. Given the wide scale
of the target Grid infrastructure, communications
between tasks, between tasks and the master and
between tasks and output storage elements have
to be avoided as much as possible. Moreover,
task replication should not be widely employed
given that EGEE is a shared infrastructure. The
next section presents the algorithm and the two
proposed implementations.

3 Algorithm and Implementations
3.1 Dynamic task partitioning algorithm
The proposed dynamic task partitioning uses pilot
jobs and consists in a “do-while” algorithm with
no initial splitting. Each independent task of a
simulation is created with the total number of
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Fig. 1 Example of task
flow obtained with static
partitioning of a GATE
simulation on EGEE and
using pilot jobs. The
simulation was split in 75
tasks but 24 of them
failed for various reasons
(four data transfer issues,
six pilots killed and 14
application errors).
Hatched bars figure the
time during which a failed
task ran before the error
happened. Tasks 76 to 99
are resubmissions, highly
penalizing the
performance. During the
last hour of the simulation
(from time 3,000 to
4,600 s) at most six tasks
run in parallel, which
obviously underexploits
the available resources
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particles and keeps on running until the desired
number of particles is reached (with the contribution of all the tasks). Therefore, each task is
liable to simulate the totality if the other tasks
do not manage to simulate anything. The total
number of simulated particles is given by the sum
of all particles simulated by the independent tasks.
Thus each computing resource contributes to the
whole simulation until it is completed. Due to
the statistical properties of GATE simulations,
this does not require any communication between
tasks. Only light communications are performed
between tasks and the master.
It is to note that all the tasks have the same
inputs but a different random seed number which
will allow each task to simulate a unique set of particles complying with the simulation properties.
Thus, if the different tasks of the same simulation
are statistically independent, they generate independent sets of particles that can eventually be
merged. Tasks are rendered statistically independent by assigning each of them a seed taken from a
suite of non-correlated seed numbers. These seeds
are generated using the random number generator
as presented in Section 2.
Algorithm 1 shows the scheduling implemented
by the master and Algorithm 2 presents the pilot pseudo-code. The master periodically sums
up the number of simulated particles and sends
stop signals to pilots when needed. Each pilot
executes only a single task, starting as soon as
the pilot reaches a worker node and stopping
at the end of the simulation. Outputs can be
uploaded periodically (DIANE-only implementation, Section 3.2.1) or at the end of the simu-

Algorithm 1 Master algorithm for dynamic load
balancing of GATE simulations
N = total number of particles to simulate
n=0
while n < N do
n = number particles simulated by running
and successfully completed tasks
end while
Send stop signal to all tasks
Cancel scheduled tasks
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Algorithm 2 Pilot algorithm for dynamic load balancing of GATE simulations
Download input data
N = total number of particles to simulate
n = 0, lastUpdate = 0, updateDelay = 5min
while stop signal not received AND n < N do
Simulate next particle
n++
if (getTime() − lastUpdate) > updateDelay
then
Send n to master
lastUpdate = getTime()
end if
end while
Upload results to output storage

lation (workflow implementation, Section 3.2.2),
only a single output data transfer per resource being thus required. Light communications between
tasks and master occurs periodically to upload the
current number of particles computed by the task
and at the end of the simulation when the master
sends stop signals.
Errors are nicely handled by this algorithm.
When a task fails the remaining ones just keep on
running until all the particles have been simulated.
No tasks resubmission is thus required.
3.2 Implementation
The GATE code had to be adjusted to handle
stop signals during simulation. This add-on allows
the application to pause regularly (at a frequency
that can be specified in the configuration macro
file), launch an auxiliary program and wait for its
exit code. Depending on this exit code, GATE
resumes or stops the simulation. In our case, the
auxiliary program checks if the stop signal has
been received and if this is the case the GATE
sub-simulation saves its results and stops. Note
that this implementation may lead to computing
slightly more particles than initially needed.
In the following sections, the implementation of the dynamic task partitioning in two
different environments is presented. For comparison purposes both static and dynamic partitioning
are presented. In all cases, on-the-fly download,
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installation and execution of GATE on the
worker nodes is performed. The executable and
the necessary shared libraries are packed into one
tarball stored on one of the Grid Storage Elements (SE) or on the master server and downloaded as soon as the job starts its execution. This
approach offers a significant flexibility allowing to
change the software version at each submission
and is not restricted to computing nodes on which
the software is already installed.
3.2.1 Implementation in DIANE Pilot-job
Framework
The implementation in the DIANE pilot-job
framework consists in having DIANE masters and
pilots dedicated to GATE simulations. DIANE
pilots are submitted independently to the Grid
through the Ganga [20] frontend from a User
Interface (UI) machine as shown in Fig. 2. In our
case, the DIANE master is launched on the user’s
computer, where the executable and all input files
are stored. Once launched, the master generates
the GATE tasks and distributes them to the registered pilots. Pilots download the executable and
the inputs from the master to the Worker Nodes
and upload the results to the master.
In such a dedicated setup meant to be used
by one user (on whose computer the master is
installed) for a particular application (in our case
GATE), no permanent storage on the Grid is
needed. Consequently, in this dedicated environment files are not stored on EGEE SEs and thus
the transfer time is reduced.

Fig. 2 DIANE master pilots architecture
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In the static approach, pilots execute GATE
tasks that are from the beginning assigned a fraction P/N from the total number of particles (where
P is the total number of particles and N the total
number of tasks created). Pilots upload their results at the end of the simulation. The master reassigns tasks if they fail and considers the simulation
finished when all tasks are successfully completed.
The dynamic approach follows the algorithms
presented in Algorithms 1 and 2. Each GATE task
is initially assigned the total number of particles
P. Nevertheless, it will probably (unless in the
unlikely event that none of the other tasks get
executed) be stopped before completing the P
particles. In this case, knowing that one task may
last a rather long time, results are uploaded on the
master periodically (every 5 min) so that the risk
of losing large tasks towards their end is reduced.
This is possible because, as explained previously,
in this dedicated implementation file transfer is
direct between master and pilots, therefore faster
and not cumbersome for the Grid. The master has
a counter for already simulated particles that is
updated every time the pilots upload their current status. When the total number of particles is
reached (the simulation is complete) the master
finishes and the pilots die automatically having no
master to connect to.
This integration in the DIANE pilot-job framework is quite straightforward and the results are
encouraging as will be shown in Section 4.2. Nevertheless, it has certain limitations that can be
addressed by integrating it into a workflow environment. First, this implementation is applicationspecific, i.e. the code of the pilots and the master is dedicated to one application. When using
a workflow environment, the specificity can be
handled at the workflow level. Generic pilots
and master can thus be used. More generally,
a middleware-independent workflow description
of the application simplifies migration to other
execution frameworks when pilot jobs are not
the optimal solution. For instance, some resource
providers may restrict network connectivity for
security reasons or the target pilot-job system
may not support some specific resources such as
GPUs or MPI. Last but not least, delivery to end
users may be difficult. Deployment of this solution
requires individual handling of pilot submission

Author's personal copy
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Fig. 3 Workflow environment. VBrowser and GATE-Lab plugins offer GUI for data management and experiment
description. MOTEUR enacts application workflows and submit tasks to a DIANE master offering pilot-job execution

and other technical actions (e.g. port opening
for the DIANE master) that are not straightforward for all users. GATE execution on the
Grid should be provided as a service to radiation
therapy researchers. Therefore, a higher level execution environment as described in Section 3.2.2
has been implemented. The next section presents
our workflow implementation to address these
requirements.
3.2.2 A Workf low-Based Implementation
GATE has been integrated in the workflow system supporting Grid applications in use at the
Creatis laboratory.3 It extends the system described in [23] to include DIANE. As illustrated in
Fig. 3, it complies to a three-tier architecture composed of (i) a client offering a GUI for Grid data
management and GATE simulation preparation
(ii) a service managing DIANE master setup, pilot
submission and task submission, monitoring and
error handling and (iii) the Grid itself, externally
administrated and accessible through gLite.
The user interacts with a client made of the
VBrowser (GUI to Grid storage resources [22])
and a specific plugin (GATE-Lab) performing parameter checking, input files bundling and uploading, GATE release selection and history management. A “one-click” GATE simulation is made
possible for the user who does not have to be
aware of Grid internals.
The server hosts DIANE and the MOTEUR
workflow engine [7]. It has the gLite clients installed and ports opened to allow pilot connections. MOTEUR generates Grid tasks from a
3 http://www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr

Taverna [21] workflow description and submits
them to a DIANE master using a generic task
manager. DIANE pilots download and run tasks
on worker nodes (WN), periodically uploading
standard output and standard error to the master.
Using this setup, any workflow run with MOTEUR is able to benefit from DIANE pilot jobs
with no additional porting effort. Error handling
is implemented by MOTEUR by resubmitting
tasks up to a maximal number of times when they
fail. To ensure basic security, user credentials are
delegated to the MOTEUR server, which starts
a new DIANE master for every user. Therefore
jobs run with personal user credentials. Pilot jobs
are submitted by an agent controller using Ganga,
as for the DIANE-only implementation. Alternately, MOTEUR can submit tasks to other Grid
middleware such as gLite WMS (e.g. to run MPI
jobs) or ARC client (e.g. to access NorduGrid
resources).
All the files are stored on EGEE Storage Elements (SEs) and registered in the Logical File
Catalog (LFC). Results are thus available permanently for post-processing (e.g. merging) and
important data volumes can be stored with no
maintenance costs for the application.
The static GATE workflow is shown in
Fig. 4. Component gate is the most important.
The others are auxiliary components used for
monitoring and simulation steering purposes. The
corresponding workflow document in available
online on the myExperiment4 website. It builds
GATE tasks and submits them to the DIANE
master. It takes as input the GATE input files

4 http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/766
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Fig. 4 Static GATE
workflow. In/output files
and parameters are
figured by triangles.
Ellipses denote locally
executed components and
the box figures a Grid
job. Labels with no shape
are string constants.
Arrows are data links and
the circle-terminated line
is a precedence constraint
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GATERelease
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monitorNParticles
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partitioning

GATEConfig

gate
Workflow Outputs

stopNParticlesMonitoring

(macro simulation description file and input
archive), an archive containing the GATE
release, the total number of tasks to simulate,
the partitioning method (static or dynamic)
and it iterates on an array containing all task
numbers. Components getNGateTasks and
generateArrayFromNumber are executed
locally and determine the total number of
GATE tasks to generate, given an estimation
of the total workload (timeEstimation).
Components
monitorNParticles
and
stopNParticlesMonitoring also run locally.
They produce files exploited by the GATE-Lab
client to provide monitoring information to the
user.
The dynamic workflow shown in Fig. 5 only
implements minor additions to the static. A component is added to kill gate tasks (i.e. send stop
signals to running tasks and cancel scheduled
ones) when the total number of particles has been
simulated. Besides, once all tasks complete (i.e.
they have received a stop signal and uploaded

outputDirectory

their results), the number of particles simulated
is counted again and another set of tasks is generated if the desired number of particles is not
reached. This is an extension to Algorithm 1
meant to avoid particle loss due to output transfer
errors.
Experiments conducted with both implementations (DIANE-only and workflow-based) for
each of the static and dynamic approaches are
presented in the next section.

4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Conditions
Experiments reported in this section aim at identifying the gain provided by pilots and dynamic
load balancing for GATE, as well as the overhead
of using a workflow manager above DIANE pilot
jobs. To address these questions several execution scenarios are considered (see Table 1). We

Workflow Inputs

timeEstimation

macFileName

nParticles

inputArchive

GATErelease

getNGateTasks

monitoringFileName

generateNewNumberOfTasks

GATEConfig

monitorNParticles

generateArrayFromNumber

partitioning

gate
Workflow Outputs

killAllJobs

countParticles

outputDirectory

Fig. 5 Dynamic GATE workflow. Additional components have been added to the static workflow (Fig. 4) to kill GATE
tasks once the total number of particles to simulate is reached and to resubmit tasks in case of output data transfer errors
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Table 1 Experiment
scenarios. ∗ Tasks
ressubmission only in case
of output transfer errors
(see Section 3.2.2)
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Scenario

Execution mode

Splitting
approach

File
storage

Resubmission

1: gLite
2: DS
3: DD
4: WS
5: WD

Standard WMS
DIANE only
DIANE only
Workflow + DIANE
Workflow + DIANE

Static
Static
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic

SE
Local
Local
SE
SE

No
Tasks only
No
Tasks only
No∗

tested standard static parallelization with gLiteonly submission, static and dynamic parallelization within the DIANE-only framework, as well
as static and dynamic parallelization within the
workflow framework.
The first scenario implements static parallelization with standard WMS submission, i.e.
job descriptions created with the JDL (Job
Description Language) and submitted with the
glite-wms-job-submit command. In this scenario the executable and input files are stored on
one SE and downloaded by the running job on
the WN. Outputs are uploaded to the same SE by
each job at the end of the GATE execution.
The second and third scenarios use the
DIANE-only implementation. The second corresponds to the static parallelization (DS) and the
third to the dynamic (DD). In both cases the executable and all input files are stored on the same
computer on which the DIANE master is running
and where output results are also uploaded. The
upload of results is done once at the end of each
task for the static approach and regularly (once
every 300 s) during the execution of the simulation
for the dynamic approach.
The forth and fifth scenarios use the workflow
framework. The forth corresponds to static parallelization (WS) and the fifth to the dynamic (WD).
In both cases, the executable and all input files are
stored on one SE and downloaded by the running
task on the WN. Outputs are uploaded on the
same SE by each task at the end of the GATE execution for both approaches. Stdin/stdout files (of a
size of a few KB only) are uploaded/downloaded
every minute between the WN and the DIANE
master for monitoring.
Each experiment consists in executing a 16-h
simulation of 450,000 particles. All simulations
are split in turn into 25, 50 and 75 tasks. For
comparison reasons (between the gLite and the

pilot-job frameworks) the number of submitted
pilots for each experiment corresponds to the
number of tasks created for that experiment. For
the three scenarios that implement the static approach (gLite, DS, WS) simulations run with 25
jobs/pilots have tasks approximately three times
longer (average of 40 min on EGEE resources)
than those run with 75 jobs/pilots (average of 14
min on EGEE resources). Note that for the two
dynamic approaches (DD and WD), each task is
initially assigned the total of P particles. Therefore
the performance is only influenced by the number
of registered agents and the performance of the
machines on which they run.
We would like to draw the reader’s attention to
the distinction between what we call a job and a
task. The notion of a job in this context is associated to a gLite submission, i.e. the total amount
of work that can be executed by a standard gLite
job or a DIANE pilot (that has been submitted
on the Grid as a gLite job). On the contrary, the
notion of task refers to a partial amount of work
that has been defined at the application level and
is executed by DIANE pilots. It is to note that a
pilot, which is associated to a single job, can execute more than one task during its lifetime. In the
pilot-job model, the application is split into a given
number of tasks that are progressively assigned
to registered pilots. In this context, failed jobs
(DIANE pilots or gLite jobs) are not resubmitted.
On the contrary, for pilot-job implementations,
failed tasks are reassigned to registered pilots.
Faulty pilots (i.e. pilots running a task that fails)
are removed from the master pool to avoid new
failures and are not resubmitted. Therefore, as initially the number of tasks is equal to the number of
submitted pilots, task resubmission does not make
sense for the dynamic implementation. In realistic
conditions job resubmission is essential for the
classical gLite job submission approach and can be
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–

–
–

The gain from using DIANE pilot jobs w.r.t
regular gLite submission for GATE, as presented in Section 4.2.1
The gain from using dynamic parallelization
w.r.t static, as presented in Section 4.2.2
The overhead of using a workflow manager
above DIANE pilot jobs, as presented in
Section 4.2.3
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highly desirable for the static pilot-job scenario in
order to replace the faulty pilots. In our case we
chose not to do it for comparison reasons.
In all cases a single WMS is used. No requirement is used for job submission, i.e., jobs are
sent to the whole EGEE biomed VO. This is
convenient in our case as the application has been
packaged so that it does not have any specific
requirements. However, this may not be the case
for other applications.
To ensure that the scenarios compared here are
run in similar Grid conditions, experiments from
scenarios 1, 2 and 4 are submitted simultaneously
(batch 1) and experiments from scenarios 2, 3
and 5 (batch 2) as well. Scenario 2 (DS) was
therefore repeated twice and we will refer to it
as DS1 for the first batch and DS2 for the second
one. Each scenario consists of three experiments,
each with 25, 50 and 75 tasks respectively. Moreover, each experiment is repeated three times.
In total, 54 GATE simulations are conducted
(3 repetitions × 3 job numbers × 3 scenarios ×
2 batches). In the following, each simulation
has a unique ID of the form Scenario.
ExperimentRepetitionNb-NbOfTasks. For
example, WS.2-50 is the second repetition of the
50-task experiment of the WS scenario.
Data is handled using the gLite data management services. Data is stored on a Grid SE and
registered in the biomed logical file catalog (LFC).
It can be uploaded or deleted using the regular
gLite command-line applications or the VBrowser
GUI. Space usage and quotas on the SE are managed by local site administrators according to the
their policy. For comparison reasons, we use the
same biomed SE for all experiments. This SE has
been selected arbitrarily among a list of reliable
biomed SEs.
Results presented in the next section aim at
quantifying:
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Fig. 6 Registered jobs/pilots. Dashed lines plot runs for
which the evolution of the number of registered jobs/pilots
is similar. Overall no scenario is favoured by the Grid
scheduler
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4.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 6 displays the number of registered DIANE pilots (for scenarios 2, 3, 4 and 5) and
the number of running gLite jobs (for scenario
1) along time. Overall, it shows that no scenario
was favored by the Grid scheduler although there
is some variability among repetitions. In Fig. 6a
most of the runs have similar behavior, with about
half of the submitted jobs/pilots registered in less
than 15 min (900 s). We notice however a group of
three singular runs: DS2.2-25, DD.2-25 and WD.225. They correspond to three different scenarios
executed simultaneously at a moment when the
Grid must have been more loaded than for the
other runs. This illustrates the fact that experi-

ments run simultaneously are subject to similar
Grid conditions. DD.1-25 is clearly an outlier with
very few registered pilots, which penalizes the
overall performance of the experiment as will be
discussed in Section 4.2.2. In Fig. 6b there is another group of three singular runs corresponding
to simultaneously executed experiments: DS2.350, DD.3-50 and WD.3-50. In Fig. 6c the evolution
of the number of registered jobs is overall very
homogeneous among runs.
Figures 7, 8a–c, 10a–c and 11a–c plot the evolution of the simulation along time, i.e. the number
of simulated particles out of the total of 450,000
particles. Each scenario is drawn with a different
line style and experiments conducted in parallel
are plotted with the same symbols (star, circle or
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Fig. 7 DIANE-only implementation vs regular gLite-WMS implementation. gLite performance degrades drastically after
66% and never manages to reach 100% of the simulation
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Fig. 8 DIANE-only dynamic implementation vs DIANE-only static implementation. The dynamic parallelization brings
significant performance improvement as the makespan is considerably smaller
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Table 2 Total transfer
times (upload +
download) and errors for
DIANE-only
implementation
(left-hand side columns)
vs Workflow
implementation
(right-hand side columns)

DIANE-only
scenario

Transfer
time(s)

Errors

Workflow
Scenario

Transfer
time(s)

Errors

DS1.1-25
DS1.2-25
DS1.3-25
DS1.1-50
DS1.2-50
DS1.3-50
DS1.1-75
DS1.2-75
DS1.3-75
DD.1-25
DD.2-25
DD.3-25
DD.1-50
DD.2-50
DD.3-50
DD.1-75
DD.2-75
DD.3-75

1,156
1,842
648
3,064
1,332
3,492
3,245
3,551
5,200
3,418
2,537
2,125
1,957
2,010
1,910
2,676
2,562
2,098

5
1
3
2
6
6
13
11
7
1
1
3
2
8
7
5
1
2

WS.1-25
WS.2-25
WS.3-25
WS.1-50
WS.2-50
WS.3-50
WS.1-75
WS.2-75
WS.3-75
WD.1-25
WD.2-25
WD.3-25
WD.1-50
WD.2-50
WD.3-50
WD.1-75
WD.2-75
WD.3-75

2,488
2,198
2,114
5,395
6,027
4,650
6,063
7,229
8,692
1,682
1,848
2,016
4,935
4,953
5,373
7,956
4,872
6,183

7
8
4
11
12
9
18
24
14
0
6
6
6
8
4
6
9
13

square). On each graph three horizontal lines are
drawn at 33%, 66% and 100% of the running jobs
and of the simulated particles respectively.
The application makespan (i.e. the time needed
to complete 100% of the simulation) can be considered as a measure of the performance. However, variations in the Grid conditions (e.g. in the
number of errors) can have a significant impact
on the makespan. To have more insight about
our experiments, we also measured data transfer times and the number of errors as reported
on Table 2. Moreover, in Figs. 8d–f, 10d–f and
11d–f we also plotted the makespan5 as a function
of the average number of registered pilots during
the simulation. These figures show that, even if
the makespan is influenced by the number of registered pilots (dependent upon Grid conditions),
overall the difference in performance can indeed
be attributed to the different implementations and
splitting methods.
Although special care was taken to ensure that
experiments are run in similar conditions, Grid
conditions on a production system like EGEE
cannot be entirely controlled. For a reliable inter-

5 In
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Fig. 8d due to an experimental problem (temporary
connectivity issues with the master) we were unable to
determine the makespan of DS2.1-25

pretation of our results, each experiment was repeated three times and measurements were done
on multiple factors that could have influenced the
results. Nevertheless further benchmarking needs
to be envisaged for a finer (quantitative) analysis
of the presented approaches. In the following we
compare the scenarios two by two by analyzing
their performance and reliability.
4.2.1 Pilots Impact
In order to evaluate the gain of pilot jobs w.r.t.
regular gLite WMS submission, we compare scenario 1 (gLite) with scenario 2 (DS1). Figure 7
shows that the two scenarios are roughly equivalent for the first third of the simulation regardless
of the number of pilots. At the beginning of the
simulation the two scenarios benefit equally from
the fastest EGEE resources. From 33% to 66%,
scenario 1 begins to worsen and after 66% it
degrades drastically both in terms of performance
and in terms of reliability. This is due to the fact
that the pilot jobs continue exploiting resources by
reassigning new tasks to them, whereas the gLite
scenario releases resources as soon as they finish
their unique task. Scenario 1 (gLite) never manages to complete 100% of the simulation. Indeed,
the success rate is in most of the cases between
70% and 80%. These results are confirmed for
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all three cases (25, 50 and 75 jobs/pilots). As
expected, pilot jobs bring dramatic improvement
w.r.t. default gLite, both in terms of reliability and
performance.
For the DS scenario, the simulation completion rate begins to significantly slow down around
400,000 particles (90%). This is due to late resubmission of failed tasks or assignment of tasks to
slow resources towards the end of the simulation.
This corresponds to the issue of the last tasks as
presented in Section 2 and will be addressed by
the dynamic partitioning method as the results in
the next section show.

In Fig. 8a, the poor performance of the DD.1-25
experiment is due to the small number of registered pilots as noticed in Section 4.2.
In Fig. 8d–f we can observe the makespan variability with respect to the number of registered
pilots. The latter mainly depends on the Grid
conditions, but also on the simulation makespan.
Given the same simulation, but different Grid
conditions, the simulation will finish faster if the
Grid conditions are favorable, i.e. if the largest
number of pilots are available as soon as possible.
Given the same number of pilots available along
time (and knowing that pilots register progressively as shown in Fig. 6) and two different splitting approaches, the faster approach will finish
earlier, and thus fewer pilots have the chance to
register. In Fig. 8d–f we see clearly that despite
the variations in the number of average registered
pilots, the makespans for the dynamic partitioning
approach are (much) lower than for the static
approach. This proves that the difference in performance is mainly determined by the splitting
method and not by the Grid conditions. We also
notice that for the same splitting method, performance is better (makespan is smaller) when more
pilots register. This rule applies less for the static
approach, where the simulation makespan highly

4.2.2 Dynamic Parallelization Impact
A comparison between the dynamic and static
partitioning approaches can be seen in Fig. 8
where DS2 and DD experiments are plotted. The
dynamic parallelization brings significant performance improvement, the makespan being on average two times smaller for the experiments with
75 pilots. Indeed a significant amount of time is
saved on the completion of the last tasks. Thanks
to the lack of resubmission and better resource
exploitation, no slowdown is observed towards the
end of the simulation for the dynamic approach.
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Execution
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Queued
Not Created

4000

3000
Time(sec)

Fig. 9 Example of task
flow obtained with
dynamic partitioning of a
GATE simulation on
EGEE with 75 submitted
pilots. Available
resources are all exploited
until the end of the
simulation. Errors are
compensated without any
resubmissions. The
scheduling obviously
outperforms the one
obtained with static
partitioning (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 10 Workflow implementation vs DIANE-only static approach. Workflow implementation provides a generic framework with no significant performance loss
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Fig. 11 Workflow implementation vs DIANE-only dynamic approach. Workflow implementation provides a generic
framework with no significant performance loss
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depends on the slower tasks and failures, being
thus very sensitive to Grid conditions and less
predictable.
Figure 9 plots a task flow obtained with dynamic partitioning. The scheduling obviously outperforms the one obtained with static partitioning
(see Fig. 1). Tasks complete almost simultaneously and errors are compensated without any resubmissions. The dynamic partitioning succeeds in
compensating the problems (errors, spare or slow
resources) of the static approach by exploiting
available resources until the end of the simulation.
The result is outstanding in terms of scheduling as
tasks complete almost simultaneously.
4.2.3 Workf low Overhead
Figure 10 compares the workflow versus the
DIANE-only implementation for static task partitioning and Fig. 11 compares the workflow versus the DIANE-only implementation for dynamic
task partitioning. The two implementations have
similar performance, with no significant difference
for 50 and 75 pilots. For 25 pilots (longest
tasks) DIANE-only has better makespan than the
workflow implementation in the static case. In this
case, the time to 33% is almost identical but the
workflow is then slowed down by a higher number
of errors as can be seen in Table 2. Reliability is
very good in both cases, but the workflow implementation has overall more errors than DIANEonly because of SE usage. Output transfer errors
are very penalizing because they are detected late.
These results are confirmed for all three cases (25,
50 and 75 jobs/pilots).
Transfer time, also available in Table 2, is significantly smaller in the DIANE only approach as
compared to the workflow approach because of
the use of SEs. However, this difference does not
seem to have a measurable impact on the overall performance. Overall, we conclude that the
workflow implementation does not significantly
penalize the execution.

nuclear medicine and radiation therapy simulations, on the EGEE Grid. As a particle tracking
Monte-Carlo system, GATE is naturally parallelizable and different parallelization methods can
be found in the literature for its execution on
distributed environments. However, these methods are not perfectly adapted for large-scale production infrastructures like EGEE. Moreover, the
heterogeneity of EGEE leads to recurrent errors and high latencies which lead to reduced
performance.
To address these problems, we proposed a new
dynamic splitting method for GATE and two implementations for its integration on EGEE. Results show that the proposed algorithm brings
significant improvement w.r.t conventional static
splitting. Indeed, by using our dynamic method,
simulations complete up to two times faster than
with the static partitioning. The dynamic approach
achieves significantly better scheduling, all tasks
completing almost simultaneously. Also, the two
proposed implementations largely outperform the
classical gLite job submission, by achieving 100%
of the results without job/pilot resubmission and
by significantly lowering the completion time.
The workflow implementation provides a generic
framework for the integration of new applications
with different computing models and their execution on other systems. Results show that this
generic framework is not penalizing in terms of
performance.
The work presented is already in production for
the (non-clinical) radiation therapy researchers at
Creatis. As future work we plan to make it available for other research teams worldwide. Moreover, we want to extend the algorithm and implementations proposed here to other Monte-Carlo
applications. We also envisage investigating the
possibility of a multi-platform parallelization on
clusters and GPUs and dynamically distribute the
charge among these heterogeneous platforms.
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